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Abstract
This policy brief will examine the various factors that enable online hate speech to resonate,
spread, and drive offline action. After briefly reviewing the features of social media that enable hate speech to spread online, we will explore tools for designing interventions to respond to this content. As part of this, we will consider the broader online and offline context
impacting this speech, and review approaches to identifying, understanding, and engaging
online audiences. Drawing from multidisciplinary research insights, the discussion will then
address considerations for developing messaging strategies and content. The review concludes with a brief discussion of the importance of assessing and mitigating risk. Overall,
this brief will position readers to be able to develop their own strategies for responding to
online hate and dangerous speech in their context.

Social Media, Speech, and Violence
1.

Communication is a powerful tool that can be used to either unite or divide. We have
seen it weaponised to drive polarisation, violence, even genocide. This type of
weaponised communication follows clear patterns that transcend history and geography: pitting an existentially good, righteous, and vulnerable “us,” against a dangerous,
guilty, and even sub-human “other” or “them.” These communications create strong
normative pressures for people to participate in or condone violence, and justify violence through narratives of self-defense, revenge, and protection.i
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2.

This policy brief will specifically focus on how to understand and respond to online
communications that increase the risk of inter-group and group-targeted violence. Indeed, recent research has shown that exposure to hate speech desensitises individuals
to this type of verbal aggression and increases their prejudice towards those targeted
in the speech, ii suggesting that even encountering hate speech online undermines
peaceful intergroup relations. This is especially relevant as new or increasingly popular online platforms have enabled broader public participation in both promoting and
combatting this communication.

3.

There are various terms and definitions for the communication of concern - colloquially
we know it as “hate speech,” while tribunals have labeled communication that contributes to violence “incitement.”iii “Dangerous speech” has been defined as “any form of
expression (e.g. speech, text, or images) that can increase the risk that its audience will
condone or commit violence against members of another group.”iv Beyond the speech’s
content, this concept focuses on the speech’s ability to influence its audience by examining the audience itself, the surrounding social and political context, how it is disseminated, and the speaker’s credibility and influence.

What is Unique about Social Media?
4.

Throughout history, as new channels for communication have emerged, they have
tapped into and interacted with the surrounding context and dynamics, at times fomenting and amplifying intergroup tensions, protest movements,v and violence - even
genocide.vi Social media, as a new communication platform, inevitably impacts the information ecosystem and broader offline context. In so doing, these platforms create
both challenges and opportunities for responding to harmful communications online.
Below are some of the ways that social media platforms change the nature of communication that contributes towards violence in several ways.

5.

Social media removes traditional media gatekeepers and democratises content creation, enabling communication to reach farther and faster. It has the power to amplify
voices advocating and demonstrating peace and unity as desirable and expected behaviors. Platform users may also build and embrace new online communities that geographic limitations would otherwise preclude – communities that transcend location
and traditional conflict or dividing lines.vii

6.

These same features also allow fringe movements to develop, grow, and even seem
mainstream. For those already harbouring discriminatory views, the internet provides
limitless information to confirm hateful notions and connect with like-minded individuals. In doing so, they can enter new normative environments, breaking free of constraints that exist offline. Consider how Dylann Roof’s search for “black on white crime”
connected him to scores of misleading statistics and narratives on the issue, as well as
people promoting those viewpoints, making it seem all the more prevalent a problem.viii

7.

In privileging content that draws the longest or most extensive engagement from users
– typically content that appeals to negative primal emotions (fear, anger, disgust) –
platform algorithms can end up promoting fear and division. These posts often tap into
divisive identities of “us” and “them” – driving our newsfeeds to create new, or intensify
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existing, intergroup divisions and distrust. Because algorithms are programmed to give
us more of what we like (the viewpoints, posts, or pages similar to those with which we
have previously engaged), we are fed additional information that further reinforces
these views.ix
8.

Bots and other automated accounts programmed to further promote polarising content
then amplify this content’s reach, driving further division. In their contribution shaping
the online space and the types of information shared, these bots also shape our perception of what normal behaviour (including expressed beliefs) is for our online communities.x

What can we do about dangerous online speech? Below, we emphasise the importance of
understanding the broader context and the specific audience one hopes to reach; we then
outline key strategies and considerations for developing interventions.

Analyze the Context to Inform Action
While online spaces certainly contribute to spreading and sustaining hateful content, online
rhetoric does not exist in a vacuum. Online content taps into, reinforces, and even supercharges salient narratives, long-standing grievances, intergroup divisions and conflicts
deeply rooted within a given context. xi This means that offline information sources and
credible messengers – whether local leaders, information spreaders, or other influential
community members – also impact online information flows. Moreover, content may jump
across multiple offline and online mediums: consider how a print news story gets posted
onto Facebook, where someone screen-grabs the headline and sends it to a closed Messenger or WhatsApp group, whose members then discuss it offline.
As a contemporary example, consider the outsized role that influential members of South
Sudan’s diaspora have played in circulating inciting Facebook posts. These posts tap into
longstanding tensions and a history of violence between the Dinka and Nuer tribes in South
Sudan and thus resonate with South Sudan’s in-country population. In-country South Sudanese then spread this content both online and by word of mouth, enabling messages from
outside the country to reach and influence the in-country offline population.xii
Any intervention in response to online hate speech must take this broader context into account – both the influence of our human psychology in driving us to believe in or spread this
content, and the interplay between different online and offline mediums.
The context analysis below reviews the web of factors that allow the concerned online content to spread and resonate. Collectively, this analysis allows us to understand the web of
dynamics that impact whether, how, and with whom online hate speech resonates and
drives to offline action. Though each component is described individually, the components
overlap and interact with one another. After exploring each factor, we discuss their collective application using the contemporary example of Sri Lanka.
9.

Information ecosystem: In seeking to address hate speech on a particular platform,
consider not only how the platform operates, but also how it fits into the target audience’s larger information ecosystem. This includes considering: whether the platform
is something that individuals rely on as their primary source of information; whether
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and how they share the information they receive on the platform; how the platform
interacts with other communication mediums, including other social media sites or
messaging apps; and, whether individuals find the platform a credible or reliable
source of information.

Such an analysis can create a greater understanding of how hate speech on a particular
platform might spread. This can better inform intervention strategies, specifically
whether an intervention should target only the concerned platform or instead work
across multiple mediums. For instance, if someone is initially encountering hateful
rhetoric on Facebook and later sharing it on Twitter, merely responding to hateful
tweets will not sufficiently address the spread of the content.
10. History: Consider whether the hateful content is grounded in a longstanding history of
tension, conflict, or other grievances between groups. How is this history told and understood by different groups? Is there an alternative history of cooperation between
the two groups that your intervention can instead emphasise?
11. Narratives: Narratives are collective stories that frame individuals’ understanding of
the world around them and their place within it. Narratives rely on underlying proof
points (events, statistics, news stories) as evidence or support for their particular story.
For example, a story of an individual committing a crime could be used as a proof point
for the narrative that an entire group of people – seen as represented by that individual
– is dangerous. Efforts to respond to online hate speech should consider not only the
narratives used to spread or reinforce hatred and division, but also those emphasising
unity and inclusion within a given context.
12. Identities: It is important to map out and understand the identities that are being activated for conflict, as well as those that may provide cross-cutting ties that could be
leveraged to unify people across conflict lines (e.g., mothers, citizens of a town, music
or sports fans, etc.).
13. Relevant actors: It is key to understand relevant actors – both those promoting hate
and dangerous speech, and those pushing back. These relevant actors might include
influential social media personalities, previously offline voices that now have a bigger
platform online, or even one’s online peers with whom geographic constraints previously precluded relationships (e.g., diaspora groups). In addition to addressing those
promoting negative speech, an intervention can seek to support (and learn from) those
already pushing back.
14. Contemporary example: Social media and religious tensions in Sri Lanka: On multiple occasions in Sri Lanka, offline altercations between Buddhist and Muslim Sri
Lankans were recorded and uploaded to Facebook, fueling anti-Muslim rumours,
deadly protests, and revenge attacks throughout Sri Lanka. The videos tapped into Buddhists’ historical narrative of being under threat from a minority population, including
a decades-long civil war against the country’s Tamil minority (historical context, narrative context). These rumours depicted Muslims as plotting to sterilize and ultimately
wipe out the Sinhalese (identity context). Local community leaders and extremist
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voices seized on both incidents as proof points for the Muslim plot, using their credibility and large online and offline networks to spread the content and urge the Sinhalese
to take up arms to defend themselves (narrative context, actors’ context). In addition
to speaking with community members in offline forums, leaders uploaded Facebook
videos that later shifted to private WhatsApp groups to call for the Sinhalese to take up
arms to reclaim their country (information ecosystem).xiii

Choose an Audience and Set Goals
15. The audience’s perspective comes first: As you develop your overall strategy, consider the audience’s perspective – including their logic and emotions – in developing
content. Once you’ve chosen an audience to focus on, learn as much as you can about
them. For instance, you might seek to determine: Information about where and how
they access information, and who they trust, and look to for guidance. This will help
you better understand the world from the audience’s perspective, enhancing the influence of your interventions. Consider how your message fits into the broader picture of
your target audience’s life – their existing beliefs, values, social networks, and their related emotions and experiences.
Before learning deeply about an audience’s perspective, it is important to consider
which audiences you want to reach. One way to map out different audiences is by considering both attitudes towards peace and inclusion or towards hate and dangerous
speech (which resonates with an audience?), and then by considering an audience’s
level of involvement in taking relevant actions (is an audience actually engaging in the
relevant speech or behaviors).
16. Increase new audiences with a positive attitude and low involvement: These are
people who may not like the surrounding hate/dangerous speech but may also not be
taking any action to counter it or provide alternative messages. The goal for this group
is that they take action – for example, by speaking up. This has the potential to shift the
perceived norms in the online space, and in doing so counter one of the most important
impacts of hate and dangerous speech: its ability to silence those who oppose it by increasing the perceived costs of speaking out.
17. Increase new audiences with a positive attitude who are already taking action:
You can try to support these groups in remaining active by providing encouragement,
elevating their voices to new audiences, or reaching out and asking them how to get
involved.
18. Reduce audiences with a negative attitude and high involvement: These are people with an affinity for dangerous speech who are taking action. The goals for this group
are two-fold: to reduce their engagement/involvement (a behavioural goal), or to shift
their attitudes/feelings so that they become more neutral. Targeting this group is likely
to be most effective if there are a few key influencers who can be reached through longterm and high-level engagement, or through initiatives that specifically deal with extreme groups.
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19. Reduce audiences with a negative attitudes and low involvement: These are people with an affinity for dangerous speech who aren’t taking action (maybe they are constrained by norms, don’t have time, etc.). For this group, we want to prevent them from
becoming more active and want to shift their attitudes and feelings so that they become
less negative.
20. Engage the disengaged: There will always be people who could go either way: they
don’t have a strong positive or negative attitude, feeling, or affinity. Some may be highly
engaged in general – they may be involved in local civic life, be big information producers, influential in their communities, or they may be less involved. Either way, you can
seek to engage them positively, and to move them from a neutral attitude to a more
positive attitude.

Consider Promising Strategies
Once you have thought about your audience, you can consider some promising approaches
and related risks:
21. The challenges of debating: When we want to change someone’s mind, it is intuitive
to try to do so by arguing and debating. Unfortunately, this is often ineffective and may
even backfire, causing people to cling to their existing beliefs even more strongly than
before. The psychological mechanism behind this is motivated reasoning, whereby people often reject information that challenges their beliefs, while seeking out and accepting information that confirms their beliefs. This especially occurs with beliefs that challenge one’s sense of self or group identification.xiv In practical terms, this means that
interventions designed to correct or stop the spread of hateful content, if not done carefully, may achieve the opposite.
22. Provide opportunities for people to change their own minds: It is not easy to
change our minds, admit we are wrong, or leave groups of which we are part. Doing
these things often leaves us feeling vulnerable. However, there are ways to make these
choices seem less threatening. Consider employing journey stories in your outreach,
particularly those that show role models or like-minded individuals who questioned
their past beliefs and behaviours, or who decided to stop remaining silent in the face of
hateful content. You can also re-package information within an audience’s existing narrative (i.e. rather than asking someone to dismiss a grievance, you can affirm that grievance but provide an alternate explanation that does not implicate a target group). Finally, you can connect new information to values (i.e., fairness, caring, independence)
that matter to your audience.
23. Build trust over time: If you are going to challenge beliefs, it is important to first build
credibility and trust as a messenger, or to partner with people your target audience
trusts. Also, ensure any new information that you are providing comes from sources
your audience finds credible. Finally, be patient and stay engaged – changing beliefs can
be a long-term process and is unlikely to happen in the course of one conversation.
Prepare to stay engaged over time and remember that how you treat those who disagree with you during the engagement can matter just as much as the discussion that
takes place.
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24. Avoid shame: Shaming someone into changing their mind is likely to backfire. Shame
is the belief that one is inherently bad (“I am a bad person”) and arises from things like
name-calling. Shame is distinct from guilt, which focuses on an action (“I did something
bad”). While a person can take positive action to address a mistake, feeling shame or
humiliation can cause people to turn inward, become defensive, or dig-in to an existing
belief.xv
25. Use best practices when challenging falsehoods: Consider the below insights from
research on successful attempts to correct misinformation:xvi
•

Use a source that is not considered ideologically aligned with the content of the
correction (one that, ideally, your audience already trusts);

•

Provide an alternative causal explanation of why the misperception occurred;

•

Avoid repeating the false claim itself, even if repeating it with a negation. This is
because the more familiar we are with a piece of information, the more likely we
are to believe it is true and even a negation increases familiarity. For instance, if
the false claim is “John is a criminal,” stating “John is not a criminal” may reinforce the core components of the statement (“John” and “criminal”), strengthening the John-criminal association that the statement intended to falsify.

•

If you must repeat a false claim, provide a warning first.

Note: It is particularly important to challenge narratives that portray the targeted group(s)
as threatening (to a way of life, to physical security, values, etc.) or as guilty of violating core
moral values, perpetrating violence, or other wrongs.
26. Pay attention to tone: Consider what kind of language is used and understood by the
audience groups you aim to influence. Remember that speech extends beyond language
itself – it can include emojis, images, charts, or other multimedia.
27. Be aware of self-justification: When people engage in negative behavior (i.e. sharing
hateful content on Facebook), they tend to justify that behavior to avoid feeling negatively about themselves and their actions.xvii If you are interested in reaching people
who have already taken negative actions, consider how you can enable them to change
their behaviour without threatening their idea of themselves as good people.
28. Media literacy: At a more macro level, the internet requires a new media literacy – one
that addresses the role of algorithms, filter bubbles, clickbait, automated accounts, and
the monetary incentives underlying these factors. To increase our own agency in our
online actions, this media literacy needs to provide us with greater self-awareness for
how these factors interact with our human tendencies and biases. Interventions can
seek to provide this type of self-awareness.

Create Positive Norms and Opportunities for Action
Our perception of our peers’ beliefs or behaviours strongly influences our actions, even if
those actions are contrary to our privately-held beliefs.xviii Online hate speech can project
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that hatred and prejudice are normal or expected towards a given group, or create the impression that, to be a part of the online community, we have to share similar content. Research even suggests that viewing others’ comments on a particular post or topic may influence our reaction to the issue concerned.xix Even when deciding not to share hate speech,
we may be more reluctant to push back on such comments as doing so (and violating perceived social norms) may lead to social ostracism, doxing, trolling, among other consequences.
By activating and elevating positive participation and new voices, you can decrease the
power of hate and dangerous speech in your context. One way to do this is by activating
audience members who have a positive or neutral attitude but who are disengaged.
Consider the following strategies for driving positive action:
29. Avoid implying negative norms: Interventions should avoid depicting hate or discrimination as normal or expected behaviour (“hatred toward group X is everywhere”),
because it can have the unintended consequence of increasing acceptance of or participation in the negative behaviour or attitudes. When acknowledging negative behaviours or actions, be sure to also indicate that most people don’t approve of the concerned actions or speech.
30. Create positive social norms: It is possible to create positive social norms by providing role models and content that show relevant peers taking action or speaking up. It
can also be done through providing statistics or insights about a general group that
highlight the prevalence of positive actions or attitudes. You can also focus on elevating
stories about positive actions and speech especially from key role models and influential people.
31. Make it easier to act: Consider creating ladders of engagement to demonstrate small,
incremental steps for people to become engaged (rather than asking someone to go
from 0 to 100). A series of steps might include: liking a post, making a comment, sharing
a post, creating a post, creating a page, organising an event, etc. Providing these concrete options is helpful when your audience is interested in acting but doesn’t know
what to do.
Relatedly, consider providing spaces for collective action. It can be scary to act alone,
especially when risks are involved (being called out, harassed, trolled, etc.). Consider
creating spaces for individuals to act as a group to avoid the risk that they will be singled out, and to create a sense of belonging around taking positive action. For example,
giving people the opportunity to join a group, participate in a campaign, or support and
elevate one another’s content.xx

Maintain, Create, and Reinforce Unifying and Cross-Cutting Identities
32. Emphasise cross-cutting identities & build unifying identities: We all have multiple social identities, and the identities that are (or are made) salient impact our behavior and attitudes towards particular groups. Are there ways to emphasise existing
cross-cutting identities (those that transcend lines of conflict) that can bring people
together across traditional dividing lines (e.g., using a sports team to unite fans across
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religious lines or a religious identity to bring people together across ethnic lines)? Are
there ways to build new identities that unify people? Consider the possible approaches
below:
•

Creating a space (e.g., a hashtag, Facebook, page) that brings people together
around a shared identity that includes people from multiple backgrounds and
across lines of division. This may be especially important if there is a recent
growth in online spaces promoting hate or division and a seeming absence of
those for finding a more peaceful or neutral community. Emphasise a shared
identity in a comment responding to a particular hateful post, “As a mother…”

•

Identify and emphasise shared aspirations;

•

Use a brand to create a new unifying identity. A brand can be used to spark a
movement or a set of behaviours and prevent people from feeling that they are
acting alone; it can provide meaning, consistency, and show collective action. In
high risk contexts in particular, a brand can also provide a way for people to
speak out together and with some cover, especially if they may face risks of retaliation.

Challenge Narratives of Targeted Groups
Consider how you can change the narratives around targeted groups from how they are
commonly stereotyped to a more positive or nuanced depiction. (While it is tempting to
simply focus on generating empathy for groups, this alone may not lead to change action.)
33. Challenge dehumanising stereotypes: Dehumanisation is the idea that a group of individuals is not fully human – whether because they don’t have secondary emotions
seen as uniquely human (nostalgia, hope, disappointment), full cognitive ability, and/or
are otherwise not evolved or civilised.xxi Groups that are dehumanised are often stereotyped as having low competence and low warmth (human emotions, compassion, and
positive intention).xxii Efforts to humanise should consider the way in which a group is
dehumanised and attempt to ensure that they are seen as having high levels of both
warmth and competence.
34. Challenge meta-perceptions (especially meta-dehumanisation): In the context of
intergroup relations, meta-perceptions relate to how we believe “they” perceive “us.”
For example, research has shown that when we believe another group dehumanises
our group, we dehumanise their group in return (“reciprocal dehumanisation” or “retaliatory dehumanisation”). xxiii In essence, content depicting an out-group as hating
one’s in-group may lead in-group members to hate that group in return. In engaging
with such content online, consider how you can correct misperceptions about intergroup dehumanization and instead emphasise instances of intergroup cooperation.
Provide content that challenges the belief that the concerned out-group dehumanizes
one’s in-group. This can be done through demonstrating inter-group friendships or relationships or even through stories, quotes, statements, or actions from the group that’s
being targeted.
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35. Consider empathy carefully: When a group is being targeted, it is often tempting to
generate empathy for the concerned group. However, while empathy can be influential,
generating empathy does not always yield the desired behavior. For example, it’s possible that empathy toward a targeted group yet can be outweighed by empathy for our
own group. Such empathy can also lose out to other influences (i.e. a desire to protect
our family or fit in with our peers). There may be barriers other than lack of empathy
that need to be addressed in order to change behavior.
Efforts to generate empathy for an out-group may also inadvertently lead to negative
reactions,xxiv – or even to dehumanization. Inadvertent dehumanization may happen
through portraying a targeted group of people as victims or as lacking agency, or
through inadvertently evoking disgust or other strong negative emotions (i.e. showing
someone next to a pile of garbage), or by depicting the targeted group as lacking complex emotions (nostalgia, hope, disappointment) or thoughts.
36. Combine empathy and humanization: This may be done through focusing on targeted groups’ secondary (more complex human) emotions and decision-making processes – nostalgia, hope, disappointment, concern, through showing people in situations relatable to the audience, and through showing people demonstrating warmth
and compassion.xxv
37. Combine empathy and social norms: Witnessing other group members showing empathy may lead individuals to themselves experience greater empathy and act more
pro-socially toward out-group members. For example, a communication intervention
might show an in-group member taking positive action toward a targeted out-group
member.xxvi
38. Use stories: People are often more open to (and less defensive in the face of) stories,
including stories concerning targeted out-groups. Consider creating stories to challenge existing narratives and opening new channels for people to share their own stories across divides.

Change the Conversation
39. Framing: Consider if you can reframe a conversation that targets a specific group to
instead focus on the issue itself and the underlying grievance. This will allow you to
address legitimate grievances and concerns while avoiding scapegoating a particular
group as responsible for those issues. For instance, if your target audience is concerned
about the economy and is blaming Group X for stealing their jobs, see if you can reframe
the issue as a socioeconomic or political issue (rather than an ethnic one).
40. Select a messenger (or messengers) carefully. The messenger is just as important
as the message. Especially in highly divided contexts, a relevant, credible, influential
messenger will increase the likelihood that your audience will react positively to your
message, while the wrong speaker (one lacking credibility (or even seen as mal-intentioned) among your audience) can discredit the message. Messengers can either directly deliver the content or they can encourage people to participate in the intervention. In selecting and recruiting messengers to participate in an intervention, here are
some things to consider.
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41. Tap into existing social networks to find influencers who have already built connections and audiences to activate them to spread positive messages. For example,
consider messengers who have already build their own large audience, who play an
important role in spreading information in general, or who are influential for a particular group (e.g., local faith leaders, elders, opinion leaders).
42. Select speakers who can model desired behaviors and attitudes. Positive norm setters can signal that it is more socially acceptable and safe to take positive action.
43. Consider fictional speakers: Sometimes it can be hard to find the ideal messenger.
You can also consider building a fictional speaker (e.g., a character) or a non-human
speaker (a brand) to spread messaging. In highly polarized environments where individuals are likely to be painted as belonging to one side or another, a fictional character
can break beyond existing divisions while a brand can form a new identity with the
ability to bring people together across lines of division.
44. Consider using a surprise speaker: People may be more likely to believe or pay attention to someone who they don’t expect to share a specific message – either because
it’s unusual or because it seems against their interest. Is there a messenger who can
serve as a surprise speaker to generate attention and increase the likelihood that people will consider the information? Or a group of speakers people don’t expect to see
together? For instance, consider using a person of a particular political party questioning the statistics cited to support that party’s proposed policy.
45. Make the audience a speaker: Your strategy can directly engage your audience in becoming a speaker. Perhaps you want to empower audience members to share messages
in support of peace or inclusion on Facebook or to retweet a specific image advocating
the same.

Create a Strategy to Use Impactful Mediums
In addressing hate and dangerous speech on social media, it’s still important to consider the
way that social media interacts with other mediums, and to consider an approach that connects across mediums and platforms and allows your message to reach your audience. Here
are some tips:
46. Use an integrated strategy: Audience members rely on different mediums (online and
offline) for different purposes. While social media facilitates spreading messages to
larger and broader audiences, messages that people hear directly from friends or other
trusted messengers may also have critical impact. For example, rumours circulating offline may make their way into Facebook posts that are tweeted and later screengrabbed and sent through closed WhatsApp or Messenger groups, allowing previously
offline rumours to spread across multiple mediums. An intervention that solely focused
on rumours on Facebook would miss how the information had spread (and perhaps
evolved) over other mediums. With this in mind, strategies to counter negative online
speech should consider which mediums are relevant and build interventions that span
the multiple relevant online (and offline) platforms, and that encourage the spreading
of positive speech both across and within platforms.
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47. Build on existing behaviors: It is much easier to engage people in using a medium
they already rely on than to drive them to use a new medium. If your audience members
already heavily rely on Facebook or Instagram for spreading information, develop a
strategy that can build on these existing habits.
48. Consider breaking into echo chambers: Platform algorithms are designed to feed us
information that reinforces our existing worldview and belief system, ultimately reinforcing and intensifying existing biases. Consider how you can break into these echo
chambers or filter bubbles to carefully introduce new information to which group
members are otherwise not exposed.

Always Consider Risk
Perhaps most importantly, keep in mind that there is always the risk that a well-intentioned
effort could backfire or cause unintended harm. For example, efforts to counter a fearmongering rumour can fuel it if they repeat the misinformation; attacks on people’s identity can
make them close ranks; calling attention to negative behavior in the wrong way can increase
perceptions of a negative norm. As you think about taking action, be sure to first do no harm
by always considering whether there are any risks: Is there a risk that your intervention
could strengthen the impact of the very speech/communication you are hoping to counter
(e.g., by raising its profile, making audiences more accepting, etc.)? Is there a risk that a
particular action or programme could undermine your/your organization’s ability to do
work in the long-term (e.g., by damaging your credibility)? And could a particular action or
programme pose risks to individuals and organizations involved (e.g., physical risks, legal
risks, reputational risks, etc.).
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